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[1]
Malgorzata Schaefer
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IM: infolitnow
Phone: (650) 723-9275

[3]
[4]
Find Exile Resources [5]

Find Exile Resources
[6]
Selected Reference Sources
Search Keyword "Exile" in the online Gale Virtual Reference Library [7]. See articles from Encyclopedia of Religion,
Encyclopedia of Judaica, Encyclopedia of Latin American History and Culture, Encyclopedia of African-American
Culture and History, Encyclopedia of Political Communication, and more.

Suggested Socrates Search Terms
EXILES [8]

Note: If you BROWSE Subject EXILES you will see all the possible Exiles subterms. Or in a combined search, search
EXILES in the SUBJECT field and put another word (like artist) in the EVERYTHING field. The search for exact
Subject: EXILE will give you a more limited result.
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Political Refugees [9]
Governments in Exile [10]
Authors Exiled [11]
Expatriate artists [12]
Paris (France) Intellectual life 20th century [13]

Note: To Find Films with these Subject Terms, use the Combined Search and limit format to Films/Visual

Selected Book Sources
Artists in exile : how refugees from twentieth-century war and revolution transformed the American performing arts [14]
Settlements of hope : an account of Tibetan refugees in Nepal [15]
Pilgrimage to Paris : the backgrounds of American expatriation, 1920-1934 [16]
The making of Americans in Paris : the autobiographies of Edith Wharton and Gertrude Stein [17]
Les exiles de Montparnasse (1920-1940) [18]
Exiled in Paris : Richard Wright, James Baldwin, Samuel Beckett and others on the Left Bank [19]
Creativity in Exile [20]
Literature in exile [21]
Art Culture and media under the Third Reich [22]
Words from abroad : trauma and displacement in postwar German Jewish writers [23]
If salt has memory : Jewish writing in exile [24]
The Writer Uprooted: Contemporary Jewish Exile Literature [25]
Americans in Paris, 1850-1910 : the Academy, the salon, the studio and the artists' colony [26] (in the Art Library)

Selected Film Sources

Suggested Socrates Search: everything "authors or artists" AND everything "exile" and format: films/visual

Artists in Exile: Film series
Carmen Herrera [27]
La libertad de los parias [28]
Joseph Brodsky: a maddening space [29]
Shadows in paradise [30]

Suggested Databases
MLA International Bibliography [31]: Literary criticism and analysis - scholarly articles. Search for writers in exile.
International Bibliography of Theatre & Dance with Full Text [32]
Historical Abstracts [33]: Historical coverage of the world from 1450 to the present.
America: History and Life [34]: Article abstracts and books reviews on the history of the United States and Canada.
Film literature index [35]: Indexes articles on film and television from 30 countries.
Film & television literature index [36]: Covers the entire spectrum of television and film writing.

Selected Websites
Researching German Exiles: Exiled German Intellectuals in Los Angeles [37]: Profiles of over a dozen prominent
members of the German émigré community in Southern California during the 1930s and 1940s (including Bertolt Brecht,
Thomas Mann, Ludwig Marcuse, Erich Maria Remarque, and Bruno Walter). Entries feature biographical information;
many feature photographs of homes. From the Feuchtwanger Memorial Library, University of Southern California (USC).
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Writers in Prison [38]: This website features writers who have been imprisoned for what they write or for their peaceful
political activities. In addition to extensive information about jailed writers worldwide, find information about a rapid
action network, and background about writers in exile. Includes a "Prisoner of the Month." From the Writers in Prison
Committee of International PEN, a writers' organization.
WWOZ (New Orleans 90.7 FM) [39]is New Orleans' jazz and heritage music radio station. In September 2005, after it
lost its facility due to Hurricane Katrina, WWOZ began broadcasting "in exile" online. In addition to sound streams in
multiple formats, the site offers a list of New Orleans musicians who escaped the hurricane and its aftermath, and
information about benefit concerts. Includes some basic links about disaster recovery.
Bertolt Brecht Turns 100: [40] "Provides background information about Bertolt Brecht, explores some of his experiences
between 1941 and 1947 when he lived in Southern California, and showcases archival materials in [the University of
Southern California's] Feuchtwanger Memorial Library." Features information on playwright Lion Feuchtwanger, and
Brecht's appearance before the House Committee on Un-American Activities (HUAC). Note: audio on this site not
working.

History [41]
Political Science [42]
Race and Ethnicity [43]
Religious Studies [44]
Sociology [45]

Section: PWR 1
Instructor: Rung
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